Cultural forum, CoBSH, organized declamation contest and a talk on “National Unity and
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel” on October 31, 2014
The College of Basic Sciences & Humanities of CCS HAU organized a series of events at the
University level, to commemorate the 139th Birth Anniversary of Sardar Patel on 31.10.2014. On
this occasion a declamation contest was organized in Hindi & English. Students of various sister
colleges of the University actively participated in the event. A total of sixteen students
participated in declamation contest. They highlighted how the various princely states of
independent India were merged with the efforts of Sardar Patel to make a united and integrated
nation. In the afternoon, a lecture on ‘National Unity and Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel’ was
delivered by Dr. Mahender Singh, Head Department of History, D.N. P.G. College, Hisar. The
speakers underlined as to how Sardar Patel had championed the cause of Indian freedom for over
60 years of his socio-political career. Amongst the founding fathers of the Republic of India, he
played a leading role as social leader in the country's struggle for independence and guided its
integration into a united, independent nation. His frank diplomacy, backed with firm opinion
christened him as the "Iron Man of India". Patel devoted his life for the unity of the Nation
despite facing obstacles in his political life. Earlier the morning witnessed a display of colors in
‘Run for Unity’ with active participation of the worthy Vice Chancellor Dr. K. S. Khokhar,
officers, faculty and students of the University.

Administering the ‘Oath of National Unity’ in a function at College of Basic Sciences and Humanities,
CCS Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar

On this occasion, Dr. Rajinder Kumar Jain, Dean, College of Basic Sciences and Humanities,
lauded the cause of National unity and gave away prizes to winners of the contest. Dr. Jain
described how his teacher in school told the class that it was Sardar Patel who made the map of

India. He said that one should take the inspiration from Sardar Patel and remember him when
something is difficult or considered impossible.
Winners of declamation contest on the theme of “National Unity and Sardar Patel’ are as
given under:
Hindi: Ms. Kanika Vats (first prize), Ms. Dipti Kothari (second) and Ms. Yashika Sihag (third).
English: Ms. Rakhi (first prize), Ms. Nidhi (second) and Mr. Ankit Kamboj (third).

